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Abstract

While experimental studies of local election officials have found racial discrimination,
we know relatively little about whether these biases manifest in bureaucracies that
provide access to valuable government services and programs and are less directly tied
to politics. We address these issues in the context of affordable housing programs using
a randomized field experiment. We explore bureaucratic responsiveness to putative
white, black, and Hispanic requests for aid in the housing application process. In
contrast to prior findings, public housing officials respond at equal rates and with equal
speed to black, Hispanic, and white email requests. Interestingly, we observe stark
racial differences in email tone; prospective Hispanic housing applicants were twenty
percentage points less likely to be greeted by name in a salutation than their black and
white counterparts. This disparity in email tone becomes somewhat more muted in
more diverse locations, but is not affected by housing official ethnicity. These results
both serve as a check on overgeneralizing from other studies that have found racial bias
in responsiveness and as a cautionary tale about ostensibly neutral bureaucracies and
affordable housing programs.



Scholars across the social sciences have used experiments to test for racial bias in a wide

range of arenas, including patient evaluations, job applications, and professors’ responses to

student requests (Schulman et al., 1999; Betrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Pager, Western

and Bonikowski, 2009; Doleac and Stein, 2013; Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2014). In

political science, these audit-style experiments have focused on state legislators’ and local

election officials’ responses to constituent requests about voting (Butler and Broockman,

2011; McClendon, 2012; White, Nathan and Faller, 2014). It goes without saying that un-

derstanding elected and/or election officials is critical and valuable, and that any bias that

affects access to voting is an important political science outcome. Without dismissing the

substantive and normative implications of biased responses to queries about voting proce-

dures, we argue that this line of scholarship misses a crucial quantity of interest far more

relevant to the day-to-day lives of people who reach out to government: access to tangible

benefits and programs.1 In particular, we suggest that focusing on social service bureaucra-

cies may yield more generalizable insights about the government agencies and bureaucrats

that implement programs which allocate scarce resources than previous studies of election

officials.

Access to a variety of social services—particularly those targeted to low-income individuals—

is limited. Moreover, obtaining many of these programs is also complex. For these reasons,

potential beneficiaries will need to reach out to, and rely on, street level bureaucrats. There-

fore, these government workers are in a perfect position to discriminate in ways consistent

with findings of discrimination against blacks and/or Hispanics in other contexts (Butler and

Broockman, 2011; McClendon, 2012; White, Nathan and Faller, 2014). Indeed, an ample

literature suggests that in the absence of clear rules designed to preclude discrimination,

bureaucrats with discretion can act according to their own biases (Jones et al., 1977; Lip-

sky, 1980; Brodkin, 1997). If the level of racial discrimination found in studies of elected

1One political science study, to our knowledge, does experimentally evaluate these issues (Ernst, Nguyen
and Taylor, 2013). Because it was an in-person study of interactions at local welfare offices, though, it was
necessarily much smaller in scale, and thus likely less generalizable (n = 54).
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and election officials also affects manifests in the implementation of other programs by more

standard bureaucracies it would be very troubling. However, there are good substantive and

methodological reasons to suspect that it may not.

We use the case of affordable housing and our own audit-study style experiment of over

1,000 housing authorities to address whether street level bureaucrats discriminate when citi-

zens attempt to access substantive programs and services (see e.g. Grose, 2014, on using field

experiments to study institutions including a call for studies of bureaucrats). Public housing

is in high demand and scarce. Roughly 1.2 million individuals currently reside in public hous-

ing managed by over 3,300 public housing authorities (Department of Housing and Urban

Development, 2015). Recipients of federally subsidized housing represent a small fraction of

the total population in need of such programs. In October 2014, the city of Chicago opened

its public housing wait lists for the first time in four years and received 80,000 applications in

one day (Bowean, 2014). During the same time period, almost 250,000 families were on the

wait list for traditional public housing in New York City and an additional 100,000 were on

the list for Section 8 vouchers despite the fact that the list has been closed to new applica-

tions since 2007 (New York City Housing Authority, 2015). Street-level bureaucrats play an

important role in helping public-housing-seekers navigate the at-times byzantine application

process. The Baltimore process is illustrative. Applicants are only allowed to apply for a

Section 8 voucher between October 22-30, 2014 and they must apply online. The applica-

tion process differs wildly by jurisdiction, rendering public housing a particularly challenging

service for individuals who move from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

Analogous to previous field experiments in political science and other fields, we email

public housing officials with putative constituent service requests using identifiably white,

black, and Hispanic names. It is certainly reasonable to ask whether an additional field

experiment in which researchers vary the names of emailers can contribute substantively

important findings. We believe that public housing represents a better test of bureaucratic

discrimination than voter registration for several reasons. Perhaps most importantly, while
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voter registration is inherently political, public housing is not. Instead, it is precisely the

sort of autonomous bureaucracy— featuring standardized federal procedures with many

functions devolved to the local level—highlighted in theorizing on street-level bureaucrats.

While generalizing from any one case study is sub-optimal, the behavior of housing officials

is likely more representative of other bureaucrats than that of local election officials. In

addition, while we measure responsiveness in familiar ways, we also include an additional

dependent variable, tone, which has received much less attention than responsiveness. The

tone of a response can affect the ultimate distribution of benefits in subtle but important

and under-appreciated ways.

Our results reveal several striking patterns and—just as importantly—non-patterns.

First, white, black, and Hispanic prospective applicants are equally likely to receive responses—

a surprising result given ample evidence of racial discrimination in political science experi-

mental studies (Butler and Broockman, 2011; McClendon, 2012; White, Nathan and Faller,

2014) as well as in audits of employers, professors, and a myriad of other sectors (Schulman

et al., 1999; Betrand and Mullainathan, 2004; Pager, Western and Bonikowski, 2009; Doleac

and Stein, 2013; Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2014). These results provide some tentative

support for theories of representative bureaucracy (Krislov, 1974; Meier, 1993; Coleman,

Brudney and Kellough, 1998; Meier, Wrinkle and Polinard, 1999; Sowa and Selden, 2003),

familiarity bias (Tversky and Kahneman, 1972), and contact theory (Allport, 1954; Pettri-

grew, 1998). Second, when focusing on the tone of responses, we do observe meaningful

differences. Ostensibly Hispanic emailers were about twenty percentage points less likely to

be addressed by name at the beginning of the response email than their black and white

counterparts. The magnitude of bias against Hispanic prospective applicants and the ab-

sence of any obvious bureaucratic bias against black emailers are both worth noting. Finally,

we find limited evidence that levels of bias vary with the population of a minority group in

a jurisdiction, but not with the ethnicity of housing officials. In particular, Hispanics obtain

friendlier responses in highly Hispanic areas, consistent with theories of familiarity bias and
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contact theory; interestingly, though, these contextual effects do not extend to black emailers

perhaps because they are already treated similar to whites in this context. In contrast with

scholarship on representative bureaucracy, Hispanic housing officials appear no less likely

to discriminate against Hispanic constituent requests. We conclude by discussing possible

explanations for the relative lack of racial bias in our study. These explanations include

not only those derived from the theories of bureaucracy we have mentioned, but also more

general notions of professionalism, and less optimistically, the reality that there is very little

public housing available for anyone.

1 Racial Bias and Bureaucracy

Before delving into our theoretical predictions, we begin by describing in greater detail the

potential implications of bureaucratic bias. We conceive of two potential types of harm that

could emerge if bureaucrats discriminate in their responses. The first is straightforward

and well-trod in previous field experiments—the failure to provide relevant factual informa-

tion. By not responding and thus not offering information about the complicated application

process, a bureaucrat would at a minimum dramatically increase the costs associated with

applying for public housing and reduce one’s likelihood of completing the process. The sec-

ond is somewhat more subtle and less widely used.2 A bureaucrat could respond with the

relevant factual information, but their tone could be less friendly or encouraging to members

of particular groups. This difference in tone might lead recipients of unfriendly commu-

nications to lose confidence in their chances of obtaining the resources they are pursuing,

reduce the odds that they follow up with additional inquiries, and/or lower their trust in

the bureaucratic organization. These mechanisms could thus diminish the likelihood of an

individual obtaining the desired bureaucratic service.

Previous research in political science and a variety of other social scientific fields suggests

2White, Nathan and Faller (2014) feature friendliness as one of their dependent variables, though it does
not comprise a central component of their analysis.
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that we should observe fewer and less friendly bureaucratic responses to black and Hispanic

constituents. Indeed, audit studies have highlighted a myriad of instances in which blacks

and Hispanics have been disadvantaged. All else equal, blacks and Hispanics making queries

about voting procedures are less likely to receive responses from state legislators and local

election officials than whites (Butler and Broockman, 2011; White, Nathan and Faller, 2014).

Outside of political outcomes, blacks and Hispanics receive fewer call-backs for low-wage jobs

(Pager, Western and Bonikowski, 2009) and fewer emails from faculty members concerning

research opportunities (Milkman, Akinola and Chugh, 2014) than whites do. They are

also given fewer housing opportunities advertised as available (Turner et al., 2002), receive

fewer emails and lower bids when selling goods online (Doleac and Stein, 2013), and higher

prices when buying used cars (Ayres and Siegelman, 1995)3. Specific to bureaucratic social

welfare services sector, there is some limited empirical evidence—both experimental and

observational—of racial bias in the implementation of social welfare services (Keiser, Mueser

and Choi, 2004; Fording, Soss and Schram, 2007; Davis, Livermore and Lim, 2011; Ernst,

Nguyen and Taylor, 2013). Taking these lines of scholarship in concert brings us to H1: All

else equal, bureaucrats will be less responsive and less friendly to blacks and Hispanics than

they are to whites.

Several strands of scholarship suggest, however, that at least some bureaucracies may

evince considerably less discrimination than predicted in H1. The theory of representative

bureaucracy implies that we may observe differences in bureaucratic responsiveness to blacks

and Hispanics, and that both racial groups may receive better service than postulated in

H1. Scholars have long been concerned about whether bureaucracies, as unelected bodies

tasked with critical aspects of policy implementation, pose a threat to democratic repre-

sentation. One line of research in public administration argues that these fears may be

overstated and that, far from being unrepresentative bodies of unelected officials guided by

the interests of their institutions and themselves, bureaucracies can represent the interests

3The Doleac and Stein (2013) and Ayres and Siegelman (1995) studies focus exclusively on black-white
discrimination.
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of their constituents. These scholars argue that, when bureaucrats’ traits coincide with a

population’s demographic diversity, they are more apt to actively represent constituents in-

terests (Mosher, 1968; Krislov, 1974). An ample body of subsequent research confirms that

bureaucracies, at least in some instances, indeed advocate for their clients’ interests. This

literature does so while focusing on how bureaucracies have advanced the interests of oth-

erwise disadvantaged minority groups (Krislov, 1974; Meier, 1993; Coleman, Brudney and

Kellough, 1998; Meier, Wrinkle and Polinard, 1999; Sowa and Selden, 2003; Bradbury and

Kellough, 2011, though see Ernst, Nguyen and Taylor 2013). This line of scholarship brings

us to H2: All else equal, bureaucrats will be more responsive and friendly to members of their

own racial/ethnic groups. While some of the representative bureaucracy scholarship (Meier,

Wrinkle and Polinard, 1999) contends that demographic diversity among bureaucrats will

lift the fortunes of all of a bureaucracy’s constituents—not just coethnic constituents—for

simplicity’s sake, we take here the most basic test of representative bureaucracy

A third closely linked hypothesis stems from theories of intergroup contact (Allport,

1954; Pettrigrew, 1998) and familiarity bias (Tversky and Kahneman, 1972). Putting aside

the demographic characteristics of bureaucrats, we might anticipate that bureaucrats will

be more inclined to aid those groups with which they are most familiar, in part because

contact should diminish discriminatory biases and in part because psychological mechanisms

prompt individuals to favor the familiar over the novel. This leads us to H3: All else equal,

bureaucrats exposed to more black and Hispanic constituencies will be more responsive and

friendly to black and Hispanics, respectively.

2 The Case of Public Housing

To evaluate these predictions, we selected public housing bureaucracies. We opted for this

arena over other plausible candidates because it is a federal program that is heavily de-

volved to the local level. As a federally funded program with common guidelines across
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the country, its constituent public housing authorities should be institutionally compara-

ble. We should not expect, for example, housing authorities in the South to be radically

different from those in the East or for variations in state laws to affect outcomes. Indeed,

all public housing authorities are administering the same federal programs: housing choice

vouchers and/or conventional public housing. Vouchers allow recipients to use subsidies to

obtain market-rate private-sector apartments, while more traditional public housing offers

subsidized accommodations in government-owned units.

There is sufficient devolution to the local level, however, that local offices and officials

have discretion in the promulgation of policies they did not themselves design. This is the

lynchpin of the definition of a “street-level bureaucrat” (Lipsky, 1980). In order to encour-

age the creation of mixed-income housing developments, the federal government dramatically

increased public housing authorities’ discretion with the passage of the 1998 Quality Hous-

ing and Work Responsibility Act. In particular, this legislation permitted public housing

officials far greater authority in setting the rules for selecting public housing tenants and

Section 8 voucher recipients, so long as they abided by federal fair housing guidelines (Lazio,

1998; Vale, 2000; Schwartz, 2010). By allowing local autonomy and for a the proliferation

of varying selection criteria, this devolution creates a more complicated informational envi-

ronment that increases the importance of public housing authority officials’ roles in helping

people navigating the application process. Moreover, it creates a more complex atmosphere

that offers street-level bureaucrats greater opportunities to exercise individual authority and

discretion (Fording, Soss and Schram, 2007).

3 Data and Methods

We emailed public housing authorities using their publicly available email addresses (or, if

unavailable, online contact forms) using an audit study design. Each official received an

email on one of two days in the same week during 2014. 4 We emailed all public housing

4The emails were sent on two separate days as a consequence of Google Mail batching limits.
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authorities that could plausibly be matched with a core city in a metropolitan or micropolitan

area (n = 1017). This was to ensure that the public housing authorities we selected could

easily be matched with census demographic data (many public housing authorities covered

regions that would be difficult to match with census geocodes). Our sample comprises an

enormous range of places, from communities of 10,000 to the largest cities in the country.

Our results thus offer unprecedented generalizable insights into the behavior of social service

bureaucrats.

Each housing authority was randomly assigned to receive an email from one of six different

accounts with putatively white, Hispanic, and black names (Table SI1 in the supplemental

information shows average demographics for the communities assigned each treatment). For

each racial/ethnic group, we chose one male and one female name to address any possible

gender interactions emerging from the disproportionately female-headed household compo-

sition of American public housing5 and other differences between black males and females.

Our six names were as follows: Brett Smith, Emily Smith (white); Tyrone Johnson,

Shanice Johnson (black); and Santiago Martinez, Gabriela Martinez (Hispanic). For our

white and black emailers, we chose names that were listed among the 20 most distinctively

black and white names in Levitt and Dubner (2010). Our selection of Hispanic names relied

more heavily on the surname (Martinez) being distinctively Hispanic. While our black and

white surnames—Smith and Johnson—are relatively common among both racial groups,

Martinez is strongly linked with Hispanic ethnicity: 91.7 percent of individuals with the

surname Martinez are Hispanic (Word et al., 2000). Combining Martinez with two first

names drawn from an online list of the 100 most popular Hispanic names (BabyCenter en

Espanol, 2011), these two names powerfully signal Hispanic ethnicity.

While we generally followed previous studies’s practices in selecting our names, we made

a couple of important adjustments. In particular, we were attentive to the age that the

names we chose implied. Indeed, one name prominently used in a recent audit study—

5Roughly three-quarters of families in virtually all forms of public housing are female headed households
(National Low Income Housing Coalition, 2012).
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Deshawn—came into use almost exclusively after 1970 according to data from the Social

Security Administration. Thus, Butler and Broockman’s (2011) comparison of responses to

emails from Deshawn and Jake—which has been in use with varying prominence since the

turn of the 20th century (Wattenberg, 2005)6—may actually be estimating the causal effect

of being a young black male relative to being a white male of unclear age which could inflate

the amount of measured bias. Thus, we opted for Tyrone and Brett as our black and white

male names, respectively. Their age distributions largely overlap, with peaks in the 1960s

and 1970s. Similarly, Emily and Shanice’s distributions largely overlap, with peaks in the

1980s.7 Gabriela and Santiago’s age distributions also overlap, though their peaks in the

1990s and 2000s in Social Security Administration Data are likely due to recent trends in

Hispanic migration.

Our email text was the following:

Hello,

My name is X and I’m trying to figure out how to apply for public housing. I

believe I may be eligible.

Can you direct me to information about applying for public housing here? I also

heard there might be a wait list for this program. How long is it?

Thanks, X

We used a fairly generic request for “public housing”—rather than specifying a particular

program—for several reasons. First, we wanted to ensure that our email would be equally

applicable and reasonable at all of the public housing authorities in our sample. Since there

are significant variations in the scale and type of programs featured at big city and small

rural housing authorities, we avoided incorporating particular programs in our query for

6The SSA began publishing lists of the 1,000 most popular boys and girls names then, rendering it
impossible to know what names were popular with precision in earlier years.

7While we ideally wanted to use “older” female names, analogous to Tyrone and Brett, none of the
distinctively black female names rose to prominence until after the 1970s.
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help. Second, we eschewed specific programs because we did not want to signal an overly

sophisticated housing applicant as doing so could affect bureaucratic responsiveness in a

variety of unintended ways.

3.1 Ethical Considerations

Our email text more generally reflects important ethical considerations that are prominent

and well discussed in similar field experiments (e.g. Butler and Broockman, 2011). First,

we contacted government employees in their professional capacity. Second, our experimental

treatments were not designed to alter their behavior but rather to measure it. Third, we were

attentive to minimizing the amount of time bureaucrats devoted to responding to requests for

information from fictitious constituents—an issue to which were especially attuned since one

of the authors of this study actually worked in public housing prior to entering academia.

Thus, the “can you direct me” portion of the email was designed to encourage housing

officials to either send a link to a webpage or copy and paste standard directions. The

bulk of emails we received do, in fact, feature these sorts of responses. The “how long is

[the wait list]” query similarly elicited fast answers, requiring no more than a few words

from housing officials. While some burden is necessary in order to gain insight into how

bureaucrats allocate their finite time (Hall, 1996), we believe that our minimal intervention

did not substantially distract housing officials from serving their constituents. Finally, we

did use deception, consistent with all other prominent audit studies cited in this paper.

This deception is necessary to experimentally test whether bureaucrats exhibit racial biases

in their responses to constituents. Without the random assignment of race and gender,

we would be unable to measure this important quantity of interest. We of course took

anonymity very seriously and all of our data analysis reflect comparisons across groups of

housing officials.
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3.2 Measuring Discrimination

We code several aspects of our email data in order to measure our key quantities of interest.

We conceive of two different ways bias could manifest: 1) responsiveness and 2) friendliness.

The former is directly analogous to the main dependent variable in existing racial bias re-

search. We calculate the response rate for each of our six categories. In addition, we measure

the time it took housing bureaucrats to respond to emailed requests for assistance. “Friend-

liness” is a less widely used variable and quantifying it is somewhat more challenging. We

use what we believe to be the most easily comparable (and least subjective) measure across

emails: whether the emailer is addressed by proper name. We were lenient in coding whether

an address was by proper name: it could be as causal as “Hi Brett” or as formal as “Dear

Ms. Martinez.” This measure is somewhat analogous to that featured in White, Nathan

and Faller (2014), who code friendliness using both salutation by proper name and the use

of “explicitly friendly language” like “Let us know if you have any more questions.” We

viewed the “explicitly friendly language” as somewhat more more challenging to accurately

code, and thus limited ourselves to the more clearcut proper name salutation. While the use

of a proper name is obviously a rough proxy for our true quantity of interest, if anything,

its coarseness will lead it to underestimate true differences in friendliness by racial/ethnic

group and/or gender.

3.3 Housing Authority Staff Demographics

To evaluate H2, which anticipates that greater diversity among bureaucrats should engen-

der greater responsiveness, we need a measure of housing authority workers’ demographics.

Unfortunately, public housing authorities do not publish data on the racial and ethnic break-

downs of their staffs. Thus, we attempt to at least roughly estimate whether H2 holds by

incorporating, when possible, the ethnicity of the housing authority official who responds to

our putative constituent service request. We do so by coding Hispanic ethnicity based on

the email address a response comes from.
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Note that we are only measuring whether the responding housing official is Hispanic or

not. In an ideal world, we would use the name of an e-mailer to classify him/her as black or

white in order to better correspond with our treatment groups. While ethnically distinctive

surnames are reliable and widely used predictors of Hispanic ethnicity (Barreto, Segura and

Woods, 2004; Henderson, Sekhon and Titiunik, 2013), first and last names tend to be less

useful in classifying racial group identification. Take the example of blacks: Fraga (2015) has

found that even when databases provide full name, census block demographics, commercial

data, and age, one is only able to correctly identify individuals as African-American 79% of

the time.

In addition, we are only capturing the ethnicity of those individuals who actually respond

to our emails. We cannot measure the ethnicity of those individuals who received email

requests, but do not reply. While ideally we would have recorded this information, it was

unfortunately unavailable due to the nature of housing authority email addresses. The bulk

of these contact emails do not feature an individual’s name. Instead, they are typically a

generic address like “citynamepublichousing@citynamehousing.org.”

Given these limitations in data availability, we calculate two types of statistics to evaluate

H2. In both cases, we are estimating these statistics for those observations for which we

received e-mail responses. Since the treatments were randomly assigned, in expectation,

our emails should have reached Hispanic officials at equal rates in each condition allowing

us to compare those that were returned. If a disproportionate number of Hispanic officials

received the emails in the Hispanic conditions due to random chance it would undermine

these inferences. First, we estimate the proportion of responses from Hispanic and non-

Hispanic names for each of our treatment groups. Should H2 prove accurate, we anticipate

greater responsiveness to Hispanic e-mail requests from Hispanic responders. Second, we

estimate whether the ethnicity of the email responder shapes the likelihood that a putative

constituent is addressed by name in the response. Analogous to our first prediction, we

expect that, relative to non-Hispanics, Hispanic housing officials will be more apt to reply
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to Hispanic constituents by name.

3.4 Community Demographics

To evaluate H3—which postulated that bureaucrats in communities with more black and His-

panic residents would be more responsive to black and Hispanic constituents, respectively—

we include salient community racial demographics. We obtain the proportion white, black,8

and Hispanic at the “place” level from the American Community Survey’s 5-year estimates.

In addition, we incorporate other relevant demographic controls into our statistical mod-

els: city poverty rate and population. The poverty rate is likely related to the demand for

housing and the overall number of inquiries to which a bureaucrat must respond. Similarly,

larger cities may have more professional housing authorities and/or more resources.

4 Results

The first set of results most directly connects to the existing racial bias literature by using

common dependent variables. We evaluate H1 and test whether the race and/or gender of

the inquirer affect whether officials at housing authorities are more likely to respond, and

whether they respond faster.

In Figure 1 we report the proportion of inquiries that received email responses (with 95%

confidence intervals). On the left we separate out all six conditions (e.g. white-male (Brett),

black-female (Shanice)) and on the right we consolidate by race. We find little to no evidence

of different responsiveness by race and/or gender (χ2, p = .31 for the six treatment category

tabulation). This lack of difference is not simply a result of insufficient statistical power that

prevents us from claiming significant differences. The range across the six conditions is a

mere 10 percentage points, from a low of 53% to a high of 63%. Moreover, to the extent we

do get variation, it is in direction counter to other findings of discrimination against blacks.

8We calculate the proportion non-Hispanic white and black.
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In fact, blacks received the highest response rates to their emails, but again, by very small

amounts.

Figure 1: Proportion of inquiries that received a response by race*gender (by name) and by
race (males and females combined)
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While these results generally point towards a positive, non-discriminatory story—in con-

trast with H1 and most other findings—the two Hispanic treatment conditions did receive

the two lowest response rates. Consolidating the response data by race (putting men and

women together) offers some marginal evidence of discrimination against Hispanics (χ2 p=.1)

for the three group tabulation. Notably, the difference between the two white names and the

two Hispanic names is not significant (or particularly close to it). The evidence that His-

panics are discriminated against comes from comparing Hispanics to blacks, who obtained

the highest email response rates.

We utilize two logit models to test for effects more rigorously. We estimated a model

with the six treatments and no control variables. This model for the dichotomous response

dependent variable is reported in the first column of Table SI2 (in the supplemental mate-

rials). The baseline categories are female and white. Thus, the main effects capture white

males, black females, and Hispanic females relative to white females, and the interaction

effects the remaining permutations (black males and Hispanic males). This model indicates
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that race and/or gender are not close to being significant predictors of email response rates.

Secondly, we estimated a model that includes controls for pertinent community level vari-

ables – percent black, percent Hispanic, poverty rate (related to the demand for housing and

perhaps the number of inquiries), and population (logged). For simplicity, we consolidated

the treatments by race (males and females together). This model, the first column in Table

1, too provides little to no evidence of racial effects on the responsiveness of housing officials.

It does show less responsiveness in poorer areas (perhaps they have less housing and/or

human capacity) and more responsiveness in more populous ones. While these variations

are worthy of further exploration, the main implications concern race. Our failure to reject

the null is not the same as demonstrating no effect. Nonetheless, we believe these results

in conjunction with the next set of findings on response speed are strongly suggestive of

an absence of racial discrimination of the magnitude found in different settings by previous

studies.

A second way that implicit (or explicit) bias may emerge in response rates is in the time

it takes to respond. Perhaps, for example, whites obtain faster responses, while officials are

slower to respond to inquiries from racial minorities. To check, we report the percentage of

responses (excluding non-responses) received within 24 hours of the inquiry. Since we sent

the inquiries in the evening, this is essentially a test of whether an official responded by the

end of the next working day. As before, we report these results by the six conditions and by

the three racial groups (consolidating male and female names). These findings are displayed

in Figure 2.

Again, we find no evidence of racial discrimination. About 80% of responses came within

the first 24 hours for each of the six names. The differences were small and statistically

insignificant (p=.87 χ2 test). Brett, the white male, obtained the lowest 24 hour response

percentage, and also had the highest median response time, but again, these differences are

small. The difference between the fastest median response time (Santiago) and the slowest

(Brett) was about 90 minutes. These null results are bolstered by the middle columns in
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Table 1: Logit models for our three dependent variables, with all three racial groups and
other demographic controls variables

(1) (2) (3)
Response Response in 24 Hours Proper Name Greeting

Black Name 0.13 0.29 -0.21
(0.16) (0.26) (0.21)

Hispanic Name -0.20 0.10 -0.81***
(0.16) (0.25) (0.22)

Percent Black -0.44 -0.23 0.56
(0.52) (0.86) (0.73)

Percent Hispanic -0.44 -0.96 1.20*
(0.42) (0.69) (0.63)

Poverty Rate -2.01* 1.18 -1.23
(1.20) (2.00) (1.70)

Log Population 0.17*** -0.00 0.01
(0.07) (0.10) (0.09)

Constant -1.12 1.15 0.33
(0.73) (1.12) (0.96)

Observations 978 551 549
Standard errors in parentheses

∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
Base category is white. Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey
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Figure 2: Proportion of responses received in 24 hours (excluding non-responses)

By race interacted with gender
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Tables SI2 and 1 (see above). In short, these results, as with the response rates, appear to

provide support for H2.

4.1 Evidence of Discrimination: Tone

While we found no evidence of discrimination in responsiveness, we also postulated that racial

bias might manifest in the officials’ friendliness when they do respond. Using salutation by

proper name as our measure of tone, we report the proportion of responses that began with

a personalized greeting in Figure 3 by the six treatments and three racial groups.

Unlike the responsiveness results, here, we do see evidence of racial bias—in this case,

against Hispanics. Emails from Santiago (especially) and Gabriela received substantively

and significantly fewer personalized responses than the white or black emailers. Only 37% of

responses to Santiago began with a named salutation compared with over 60% for Tyrone,

Brett, and Emily. Combined, 61% of the messages to our white emailers began with a named

salutation. Only 41% to Hispanics did. This difference between the white and Hispanic

names is highly significant (p=.000). The third columns of Tables SI2 and 1 demonstrate

this negative effect of a Hispanic name on receiving a named greeting in the email response

more rigorously. The Hispanic name indicator variable is substantial, negative, and highly
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Figure 3: Proportion of responses that begin with a personalized greeting

By race interacted with gender
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significant in both the model with the six treatments and no controls (Table SI2) and in the

model with controls for demographic variables (Table 1). Substantively, in the model with

demographic controls, the change in the predicted probability of getting a named salutation

as a function of changing from a white name to an Hispanic one (other variables at their

means) is -19.9% [95% confidence interval (-30.1% -9.7%)]. Moreover, the percent Hispanic

variable is positive which suggests that named greetings, perhaps especially for Hispanics,

are more likely in areas with higher Hispanic populations. These results stand in sharp

contrast to recent research by White, Nathan and Faller (2014). While they find a sharp

discriminatory effect in responsiveness to putative Latino constituent service requests, they

find no statistically significant difference in friendliness of email tone. (Part of this variation

in results may be attributable to slight differences in how friendliness in tone was coded.)

4.2 Community and Housing Official’s Demographics

Thus far we have reported results that show 1) no discrimination by race in responsiveness

and 2) less friendliness in responses to Hispanics only. Representative bureaucracy, contact

theory, and familiarity bias may explain some the variation between the no-bias results and

findings of bias in other settings, as well as some of the variation within our results. The
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final set of analyses investigate these issues as best we can given the available data. We do so

by assessing the interaction of the race of the putative constituent and (1) the demographics

of public housing officials and (2) the traits of the community in which she is applying.

The theory of representative bureaucracy primarily concerns the demographics of bu-

reaucrats themselves. It could help explain our findings if housing officials are generally

representative of their constituencies and if our black and/or Hispanic emailers did bet-

ter when their emails reached bureaucrats with similar racial/ethnic backgrounds. As we

explained earlier, our ability to cleanly test this hypothesis is constrained because a) we

cannot reliably identify black officials by their names, and b) we can only observe the names

of those who do respond. Nevertheless, we can investigate how these issues affect Hispanics,

the group for which we observe some bias.

In Figure 4, we show the proportion of friendly responses coming from Hispanic officials.

As we explained above, comparing across groups requires assuming that one of our treatment

names was not randomly assigned to contact a disproportionately Hispanic or non-Hispanic

set of housing officials. Moreover, because we were only able to determine housing official

ethnicity when they responded to our e-mails, we cannot determine whether housing official

race/ethnicity shapes their responsiveness—we can only observe the friendliness of their

responses. We find that Hispanic officials appear to be no more likely than their non-

Hispanic counterparts to address Hispanic constituents by name. 47 percent of responses

from Hispanic housing officials addressed Hispanic constituent requests by name, compared

with 40 percent from non-Hispanic housing officials—a difference that was not statistically

significant in our sample. What’s more, the lower rate at which Hispanics receive of named

greetings, Figure 3, appears to hold even when we only look at responses from Hispanic

housing officials. Though the results are no longer statistically significant due to large

standard errors, Hispanics continue to receive the lowest share of named greetings, even

when the housing official responding to their request is also Hispanic.

Thus, our admittedly crude efforts to test H2 (representative bureaucracy) provide little
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Figure 4: Proportion of responses from Hispanic housing officials that begin with a person-
alized greeting
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evidence for it in this context. It is an unlikely candidate to explain why we did not find the

same responsiveness bias against minorities that other scholars have. We should be cautious

though, in interpreting these results. We have small cell sizes, and, more importantly, we

are unable to test whether the effects are similar when there are black and white housing

officials responding to email requests. As we explore more thoroughly in the discussion, the

inability to test for black effects is particularly important.

H3 (contact theory and familiarity bias) concerns community demographics more gener-

ally. The results for community traits do provide some support for H3. The first (and we

hope intuitive) way we move beyond average (both conditional and unconditional on covari-

ates) effects is to create variables capturing whether each housing authority is in a community

that is in the top, middle, or bottom third of the distribution for black population and for

Hispanic population. Because these distributions are so skewed, the top 1/3s for black and

Hispanic percentages start at around 12% black and Hispanic, respectively. Communities

in the bottom thirds have essentially no black or Hispanic residents. We chose to convert

continuous demographic variables into categorial ones both to reduce the impact of places

with 80% or 90% black (Hispanic) populations, and perhaps more importantly, because the
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theoretical questions are better thought of in terms of high or low populations as opposed

to the marginal effect of a one unit increase in the population of a minority group.

We analyze the effects of these “1/3” variables by splitting our sample into the three

racial treatment groups and estimating separate models. We report the results of these logit

models for the response and tone variables in the Supporting Information (Tables SI3 and

SI4). These models include controls for city size and the poverty rate. The main effects of

interest are the “1/3” variables. For example, the “Top 1/3 Hispanic” variable in the Hispanic

Name models (third column) captures the effect of applying with a Hispanic name in a high-

Hispanic community relative to doing the same in an, all else equal, low-Hispanic community.

To focus on substantive effects, and for ease of interpretation, we plotted the predicted change

in the probability of getting a response and the probability of getting a named greeting, in

Figure 5. Here, the three sets of point estimates with confidence intervals on each graph

come from the models’ outputs for each of the three racial name groups. They capture the

effect of moving from a lowest-third (black/Hispanic) community to a top-third community

with all other variables held at their means. For example, the very first point depicts the

extent to which emailing a housing authority in a high-black population community changes

the probability of a white emailer obtaining a response relative to sending the same email

to a housing authority in a low-black community.

The left panel in Figure 5 — the outputs of interest for the responsiveness variable —

shows that the overall no-bias findings we reported earlier do not vary in important ways

with community demographics. Whites’, blacks’, and Hispanics’ likelihoods of receiving re-

sponses are always similar irrespective of whether they are emailing in a community in which

they are a relatively large or small fraction of the population. This means that the aggregate

results are not masking important variation. Blacks’ high overall responsiveness rates are

not the product of extremely high responsiveness in black communities and discrimination

in other communities for example. The named salutation models (right panel) do offer some

suggestive (but borderline significant at best) evidence that a community’s Hispanic pop-
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ulation affects the likelihood that blacks and Hispanics receiver friendlier responses. Black

names are less likely (just outside the p=.1 level) to receive a named greeting in a high-

Hispanic area than in a low one. Hispanic names (and white ones), on the other hand, may

be more likely (right at the p=.1 level) to receive friendly responses in areas in the top third

for Hispanic population compared to the lowest third.

Figure 5: Change in predicted probability of getting a response and getting a named greeting
as a function of moving from a community in the lowest third of percent Black/Hispanic to
moving to one in the highest third.
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To conclude our analysis, we zero in on substantively and theoretically interesting per-

mutations of racial demographics. The previous analysis estimated the effects of one type

of racial demographics conditional on others; now, we create variables to distinguish four

special types of communities: “High White” (top 1/3 white, bottom 1/3 black, bottom 1/3

Hispanic), “High Black” (top 1/3 black, bottom 1/3 white, bottom 1/3 Hispanic), “High

Hispanic” (top 1/3 Hispanic, bottom 1/3 white, bottom 1/3 black), “High Black and His-

panic” (top 1/3 black, top 1/3 Hispanic, bottom 1/3 white). Focusing on these permutations

directly speaks to questions of how responsiveness varies in communities that are dominated

by one group and whether racial minorities do better or worse depending on whether they

are well concentrated (alongside other non-whites) in a community or whether they are the

primary minority group. All communities in the data that do not fit into one of these four
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categories are lumped together in the baseline. As before, we report the full model results

(again splitting the sample by racial name) in the Supporting Information (Tables SI5 and

SI6) and plot substantive effects of interest in Figure 6. Here, the point estimates capture

the difference in the predicted probability of getting a response, or getting a named greeting,

as a consequence of moving from one community type to another. For white names, the

main question of interest—as articulated in H3—is responsiveness in very white areas com-

pared to highly diverse ones. For blacks (and Hispanics), three comparisons are theoretically

important: 1) The difference between a very white community and a very black one (one’s

own group is disproportionately represented) 2) the difference between a very white area

and a very black and very Hispanic area (minorities, including but not exclusively one’s own

group, are disproportionately represented), and 3) the difference between a very Hispanic

and a very black area (one’s own group versus a different minority group).

This final analysis again shows little variation in basic response rates. Consistent with

H3, it provides some suggestive evidence, as the above analysis does, that Hispanics obtain

friendlier (or fewer unfriendly) responses in higher minority areas than they do elsewhere.

Notably, the largest (and only significant effect by conventional standards) is the difference

between mainly white and high minority (Hispanic and Black) areas for named responses to

the emails from Hispanics. This suggests that the underlying mechanism is more about ex-

posure to minorities than to differential treatment by group. Hispanics do not do appreciably

better in high Hispanic areas than they do in high black areas.

5 Discussion

Our findings offer a mixed and nuanced portrait of discrimination and its absence in bureau-

cratic responsiveness. We find some support for the bias against minorities hypothesis (H1)

in the context of email tone to Hispanics. The absence of bias in responsiveness provides

some limited support for H2 (representative bureaucracy) and H3 (familiarity bias/contact
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Figure 6: Change in predicted probability of moving from a town of type X to a town of
type Y (see horizontal axis labels).
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Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey. Mainly White = Top 1/3 in white population, bottom 1/3 in Black and Hispanic. High Black (Hispanic)
= top 1/3 Black (Hispanic) Population, bottom 1/3 white and Hispanic (Black). High Black and Hispanic = Top 1/3 Black and Top 1/3 Hispanic Population.

theory). Our further exploration of H2 and H3, however, suggests little support for H2, with

Hispanic housing officials proving no more friendly to Hispanic constituent service requests

than others. We are cautious in extrapolating too much from these results, however, given

our inability to test H2 for white and black bureaucrats. Finally, we do find modest and

suggestive support for H3 in the context of Hispanic e-mail tone.

Perhaps the most striking feature of our analysis—in contrast with a wealth of audit

studies—is the absence of anti-black discrimination, either in tone or overall responsiveness.

Below we discuss several possible explanations for this important main difference. Thee pos-

sibilities include the demographic composition of public housing, the lack of public housing

in the United States, and the racial coding of poverty (and the potential absence thereof

among housing officials).

5.1 Blacks, Familiarity Bias, and Representative Bureaucracy

National-level demographic data from the National Low Income Housing Coalition (National

Low Income Housing Coalition, 2012) and the American Community Survey (United States

Census Bureau, 2013) reveal that blacks are significantly over-represented in America’s public
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housing. While blacks compose just over 10 percent of the total population and under 20

percent of total renters, they represent over 40 percent of public housing residents and

housing choice voucher recipients. Whites, conversely, are significantly underrepresented;

they comprise just over half of renters and 70 percent of total households, but only one-third

of public housing residents and voucher recipients. Hispanics are proportionately represented,

composing between 10-20 percent of total households, renters, public housing residents, and

public housing voucher recipients. It could be, then, that the absence of discrimination—both

in tone and responsiveness—against blacks is a consequence of housing authority officials’

disproportionate familiarity with black constituents, consistent with H3.

5.2 Competition, Discrimination, and Public Housing

Another disturbing possibility that may also help explain the main findings is that we do

not observe racial bias because contemporary American public housing does not represent a

resource worth competing over. A large body of scholarship on racial attitudes argues that

implicit white racial bias of the sort that undergirds H1 can emerge as a response to threats

to their position in the racial power hierarchy (Key, 1949; Giles and Buckner, 1993; Glaser,

1994; Hopkins, 2010). One prominent empirical manifestation of racial threat is evident in

studies of local government spending. Several studies have observed depressed government

spending in more diverse locales as a consequence of in-group opposition to out-group receipt

of government expenditures (Gilens, 1999; Alesina, Baqir and Hoxby, 2004; Hopkins, 2010,

though see Rugh and Trounstine 2011).

But, what if there is so little public housing available in the United States that it is not

a resource worth competing—and therefore discriminating—over? In addition to revealing

interesting variations and non-variations by racial groups, the email responses also highlight

a dearth of publicly subsidized housing. Echoing and expanding upon the long (and closed)

wait lists featured in this paper’s opening paragraphs, the email responses suggest a resource

that is equally unavailable to those seeking affordable housing. Of the 121 responses that
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offered a wait time,9 25% noted a wait time longer than 18 months, with an average wait of

15.3 months and a median of one year.10 Beyond data on these 121 wait lists, an additional

18% of housing authorities cited closed wait lists, meaning that prospective public housing

recipients cannot even apply to be placed on a lengthy wait list.

The possibility that the scarcity of public housing might affect bureaucratic incentives

suggests a future research agenda in comparative bureaucracy. In particular, we hope that

scholars will investigate whether the availability of and resources devoted to a government

service help to explain the propensity of public servants to discriminate. While we can only

speculate here, we suspect that were there more public housing available, we might observe

greater racial bias in email responses as well as tone.

5.3 Racial Coding of Poverty

A third potential explanation stems from research by Gilens (1999). This line of scholarship

contends that, courtesy of the disproportionate use of images of blacks in negative stories

about poverty, Americans largely oppose redistributive welfare initiatives because they as-

sociate blacks with the undeserving poor. It could be that, as a consequence of their jobs,

housing authority employees are more likely to have had personal encounters with poor

blacks and whites alike, and therefore are not receiving biased information on the racial

composition of the poor from the media. Their direct experience may provide them with

different associations between race and the deservingness of the poor. Applying this logic

to the field of bureaucratic responsiveness and discrimination —a topic outside the scope

of Gilens’ (1999) analysis of attitudes towards welfare—we might expect the diminution of

the racial coding of poverty, or a different racial coding of poverty, to curb discriminatory

impulses that manifest in other populations with different perceptions of the connections

between race and poverty.

9Many email respondents either did not provide any wait list information or said that wait times were
variable depending upon applicant (and applicant family) characteristics.

10We used two rules for this coding. 1) If they gave a range (e.g. 6-12 months) we took the low end, and
2) if they gave lists for different types of units we took the 1BR time.
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6 Conclusion

Our results suggest an important and previously unspecified type of bureaucratic bias: dif-

ferences in friendliness of tone by ethnicity of constituent. We noted in our theory and results

section that a less friendly email tone (accompanied by presumably a less friendly bureau-

cracy) could potentially dissuade individuals on the receiving end of this chilly reception from

pursuing government services, like public housing. This finding turns out to have especially

disturbing implications given its impact in our data on Hispanics. In her in-depth exploration

of local bureaucracies, Marrow (2011) found that these organizations—including schools and

social service organizations—play a critical role in incorporating (or failing to incorporate)

new Hispanic immigrants. An unfriendly tone towards public-housing-seeking Hispanics—a

low-income population that likely already feels stigmatized—has the potential to be quite

alienating and harmful to their prospects for future political and social incorporation.

Moreover, our findings reveal that we may observe different discriminatory biases depend-

ing upon the political and economic arena. In the bureaucracy explored in this paper, we

uncover discrimination in tone, but not responsiveness. This does not mean that researchers

and policymakers should take our paper as evidence that bureaucratic discrimination is more

limited than previously feared. Indeed, our findings for H2 and H3 suggest that bureaucratic

discrimination may be contingent on the demographics of the place in which a bureaucracy

is situated and the bureaucratic employees themselves. More generally, we suspect that

the level of discriminatory bias in a bureaucracy likely depends on the structure of the bu-

reaucracy. We encourage future scholarship that compares bias levels across bureaucratic

organizations.
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Table SI1: Average community demographics by treatment
VARIABLES % White % Black % Hispanic Med HH Inc ($) Pov Rate % Owner Occ

Hispanic Female 64.3 % 14.0 % 15.8 % 40467 15.4 % 56.7 %
Hispanic Male 67.2 % 14.8 % 12.1 % 41187 14.3 % 57.3 %
Black Female 66.3 % 12.9 % 15.2 % 39837 15.1 % 58.9 %
Black Make 67.8 % 11.9 % 13.9 % 41970 14.0 % 56.9 %
White Female 65.4 % 14.1 % 14.3 % 42121 14.3 % 56.7 %
White Male 67.4 % 13.2 % 13.6 % 42592 14.4 % 58.1 %

Data from 2012 American Community Survey

Supporting Information

Table SI1 compares the housing authorities randomly assigned to each of our six conditions

on pertinent attributes related to race, income, and housing.
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Table SI2: Logit models for our three main dependent variables and all six conditions

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Response? Respond in 24 Hours? Name Salutation

Male -0.10
(0.23)

Black -0.02

(0.24)

Hispanic -0.22

(0.24)

Black Male 0.32

(0.32)

Hispanic Male 0.08

(0.31)

Constant 0.33*

(0.17)

Male -0.27
(0.36)

Black 0.19

(0.40)

Hispanic -0.04

(0.38)

Black Male 0.14

(0.51)

Hispanic Male 0.28

(0.51)

Constant 1.31***

(0.27)

Male -0.07
(0.31)

Black -0.42

(0.32)

Hispanic -0.64**

(0.32)

Black Male 0.36

(0.43)

Hispanic Male -0.31

(0.43)

Constant 0.49**

(0.23)

Observations 994 560 558

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Base categories are female and white. Thus, the “male” effect is the white-male condition, the “black” effect is the black female condition and the “Hispanic” effect is
the Hispanic Female condition.”
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Table SI3: Split sample logit models for the email response dependent variable with cities
broken into thirds based on the percent of the population that is black and the percent
Hispanic

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES White Names Black Names Hispanic Names

Mid 1/3 Black Pop 0.24 0.03 0.04
(0.30) (0.29) (0.27)

Top 1/3 Black Pop 0.13 -0.20 0.02
(0.34) (0.32) (0.30)

Mid 1/3 Hispanic Pop 0.06 0.31 -0.04
(0.30) (0.30) (0.27)

Top 1/3 Black Pop 0.23 -0.21 0.07
(0.31) (0.30) (0.28)

Poverty Rate -5.38*** -1.58 -1.44
(1.94) (1.67) (1.56)

Log Population -0.06 0.44*** 0.06
(0.12) (0.13) (0.11)

Constant 1.52 -3.91*** -0.33
(1.28) (1.32) (1.12)

Observations 305 321 352

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey. Base categories are bottom 1/3 of Black (Hispanic) population.
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Table SI4: Split sample logit models for the named salutation dependent variable with
cities broken into thirds based on the percent of the population that is black and the percent
Hispanic

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES White Names Black Names Hispanic Names

Mid 1/3 Black Pop -0.27 0.02 0.48
(0.40) (0.38) (0.38)

Top 1/3 Black Pop 0.06 -0.18 0.27
(0.49) (0.46) (0.44)

Mid 1/3 Hispanic Pop -0.10 -0.65* 0.23
(0.40) (0.38) (0.39)

Top 1/3 Hispanic Pop 0.65 -0.62 0.68*
(0.44) (0.39) (0.40)

Poverty Rate -1.51 4.52 -3.28
(3.10) (2.85) (2.47)

Log Population 0.04 0.18 -0.10
(0.16) (0.14) (0.16)

Constant 0.15 -1.82 0.61
(1.78) (1.55) (1.65)

Observations 174 192 183

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey. Base categories are bottom 1/3 of Black (Hispanic) population.
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Table SI5: Logit models for getting a response with indicator variables for special types of
towns (e.g. mainly white or high Hispanic).

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES White Names Black Names Hispanic Names

Mainly White -0.17 -0.35 -0.32
(0.42) (0.39) (0.37)

High Black -0.49 -0.23 -0.23
(0.52) (0.52) (0.46)

High Hispanic -0.40 -0.86* 0.10
(0.53) (0.49) (0.46)

High Black And Hispanic -0.59 -0.78* 0.39
(0.46) (0.42) (0.44)

Poverty Rate -4.09** -1.62 -1.66
(1.91) (1.74) (1.60)

Log Population 0.03 0.42*** 0.02
(0.11) (0.12) (0.10)

Constant 0.69 -3.55*** 0.17
(1.31) (1.34) (1.16)

Observations 305 321 352

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey. Mainly White = Top 1/3 in white population, bottom 1/3 in Black and Hispanic. High Black (Hispanic)
= top 1/3 Black (Hispanic) Population, bottom 1/3 white and Hispanic (Black). High Black and Hispanic = Top 1/3 Black and Top 1/3 Hispanic Population.
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Table SI6: Logit models for getting a named greeting with indicator variables for special
types of towns (e.g. mainly white or high Hispanic).

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES White Names Black Names Hispanic Names

Mainly White 0.68 0.18 -0.84
(0.57) (0.54) (0.58)

High Black 1.17 0.96 -0.75
(0.87) (0.84) (0.84)

High Hispanic 1.47 0.45 0.16
(1.10) (0.74) (0.64)

High Black And Hispanic 2.31** 0.20 0.69
(1.10) (0.56) (0.55)

Poverty Rate -3.33 3.64 -3.26
(2.86) (2.52) (2.35)

Log Population 0.04 0.10 -0.09
(0.15) (0.13) (0.15)

Constant 0.15 -1.40 1.08
(1.77) (1.51) (1.66)

Observations 174 192 183

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Demographic variables from 2012 American Community Survey. Mainly White = Top 1/3 in white population, bottom 1/3 in Black and Hispanic. High Black (Hispanic)
= top 1/3 Black (Hispanic) Population, bottom 1/3 white and Hispanic (Black). High Black and Hispanic = Top 1/3 Black and Top 1/3 Hispanic Population.
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